**Abstract**

***Backgrounds and Objectives:*** Apathy is the loss of motivation, and coincides with 60% of patients with Alzheimer's disease. The establishment of effective treatments for refractory apathy condition is required. Here we addressed the potentials of treating apathy using Kampo medicine. To pursue this issue, we established the behavioral experiment, which was optimized to the long-term Kampo medication. We examined the long-term (over 6 months) effect of Yokukansankachimpihange (YKSCH), one of the Kampo formulae, on motivation in the instrumental task using wild type mice.

***Methods:*** C57BL/6J mice were divided into two groups: YKSCH-containing chow and normal chow was administered. Mice were initially trained to press the lever to earn palatable food reward on a fixed ratio (FR) reinforcement schedule, then trained in a progressive ratio (PR) reinforcement schedule. The final ratio completed represented the break point (BP) and that was recognized as an index of instrumental motivation. YKSCH administration started at the beginning of the FR session. We examined the BP of both group until 40 weeks of age.

***Results:*** We first tested whether two sessions per week was enough to maintain the acquired PR performance. Daily PR session was required to evaluate the short-term effect of western medicine, but daily session was laborious in the long-term evaluation of Kampo medication. We optimized the PR task parameter, and confirmed that the modified PR schedule that was conducted twice a week was able to maintain task performance over 6 months.

Averaged BP for each month consisting of 8 sessions was stable until the endpoint in control group. In the YKSCH group, averaged BP increased at 6 months of age and lasted.

***Conclusion:*** YKSCH increased instrumental motivation in wild-type mice. It is valuable to test YKSCH effect on the decreased motivation of Alzheimer's disease model.
